
 

How coronavirus could make a bad wildfire
season even worse
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The Forecast Severity Anomaly shows which regions are predicted to be above
or below the regional climate average. Credit: Canadian Wildland Fire
Information System
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In the summer of 2003, I had a first-hand look at a fire season that was
unlike any that had occurred before.

Thousands of acres were burning in Western Canada, prompting
officials to call in more people to help suppress the fires. They piled into
crowded tent camps and other makeshift facilities. Approximately
45,000 people were evacuated to nearby towns, hotels and community
centres for days and sometimes weeks. Hundreds of emergency relief
responders came in close contact.

If the coronavirus pandemic persists this summer, Canadian agencies
will be hard-pressed to deal with a fire situation like that one, according
to several provincial and federal officials, who spoke on the condition
their names would not be used because they were not authorized to
publicly discuss their work. Canada is unprepared for an intense wildfire
season.

Unstable funding, the need for social distancing and the likelihood that
neither the United States nor any other country will offer a helping hand
when our resources are tapped all raise the potential for a nightmarish
scenario.

The "Holy Shit Fire' of 2003

The 2003 fire season wasn't notable for the area burned, but for the fact
that so many towns, national parks, industries and historic sites were in
harm's way.

More than, 2,000 people evacuated the Crowsnest Pass region in
southern Alberta. Waterton Lakes National Park was on standby for an
evacuation as 13 percent of neighbouring Glacier National Park in
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Montana burned. A prescribed fire in Jasper, Alta., got out of control
and might have torched a 20 kilometre-long path to Hinton had it not
been for the heroic efforts of Parks Canada wildfire managers, who
dropped fuel on the forest to force the fire to turn on itself.

Banff was threatened on two fronts. The first came from an out-of-
control prescribed burn that ignited east of the town, near Canmore; the
second from an enormous fire that was chugging east along the mountain
highway that runs through Kootenay National Park into Banff. It was
called the "Holy Shit Fire" because that's how everyone reacted when
they saw it from a helicopter.

Wood Buffalo, Mt. Revelstoke and Prince Albert national parks also
burned in the weeks before the interior of British Columbia lit up around
towns and cities, including Kamloops and Kelowna. The military was
brought in and triaging became the order of the day.

Dens destroyed

Mark Heathcott also remembers the 2003 wildfire season well because
he was Parks Canada's fire management coordinator for Western
Canada. At one point, he was asked to send resources he didn't have into
polar bear country to prevent a fire from burning the Prince of Wales
historic site near the west coast of Hudson Bay. The building survived,
but several polar bear dens in Wapusk National Park were destroyed.

Typically, Heathcott would have been able get support from the
provinces or U.S. firefighters, but the competition for resources was
fierce that summer. He and his colleagues were lucky because Nik
Lopoukhine, the director general of Parks Canada, understood fire. He
signed off on an emergency response plan in the spring when Heathcott
warned him that an intense fire season was likely. Lopoukhine's directive
compelled superintendents from across Canada to send employees to
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help suppress fires that might get out of control.

Minimal travel, no help

Like many wildfire managers in North America, Heathcott wonders how
various agencies are going to respond if the coronavirus persists into
what is forecast to be an extreme fire season.

Last fall, Alberta ordered budget cuts of $23 million that included
closing 30 wildfire lookout towers and shutting down a helitack program
of firefighters trained to rappel into a wildfire. The government has
since found $5 million to hire 200 more firefighters.

In early April, Victoria Christiansen, who heads the U.S. Forest Service,
laid out some broad guidelines, including a recommendation that
firefighters be deployed in ways that minimize travel to other geographic
areas. This is bound to result in our American friends denying or limiting
our requests for help.

Christiansen is also recommending social distancing, which is almost
impossible to do in the tent camps typically used by firefighters in
Canada. She's calling for more seasonal employees to be hired, without
admitting that this may not be possible without additional financial
support, and with a workforce that might be reluctant to take on an
already dangerous job in which they could be quarantined for up to
month before and after a fire.

Heathcott voiced the concern of others I talked to when he noted that it
will difficult to mount the usual attack. "Perhaps the crews will be
dispersed, 'coyote camping' in small units, spotted out along the fireline,
walking in on the fires," he said.

"This may occur anyway, as the Canadian fleet of helicopters may
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already be decimated with the loss of revenue from the early end to heli-
skiing and the lack of winter seismic work."

Even if contract helicopters remain available, he wonders, how does one
social distance in the compact cabins and tents? "We will see increased
competition for the resource, and more fires may be lost at initial attack.
With a reduction of air support, crews may be exposed to increased
danger on the fireline and we may see increased work refusals, gun-shy 
fire managers and more let-burn situations. Forget about inter-agency
deployments, everyone will be hunkering down on their own turf."

The high cost of not being prepared

One of the many things the coronavirus pandemic has taught us is that
being unprepared for emergencies comes at a high price. Dealing with
the pandemic is a challenge because there is not enough robust data
available to inform us how we can get back to some semblance of
normalcy.

That's not the case with wildfire.

Since 2003, wildfires have been burning bigger, more often and in 
increasingly unpredictable ways. Projected increases in area burned
suggest the current state of wildfire management in Canada will be
unable to cope with increasing wildfire activity. Restricting people from
going into the backcountry, as some provinces are now doing, will help
but not solve the problem.

There is a vaccine of sorts that could minimize the risks wildfires pose to
human health and safety. The latest blueprint for that comes courtesy of
the Canadian Forest Service.

Instead of investing more, however, we have been spending less. Unless
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that changes, our response to a wildfire season like the one in 2003 may
end up being as chaotic and scary as the ongoing response to the
coronavirus pandemic.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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